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Professional Development 

I am writing to apply for an academic year Senior Fellowship at the Davis Center for 

Russian and Eurasian Studies in the amount of $26,000 in order to undertake research for my 

second book manuscript, Bounding the Russian Frontier.  This project is in the early stages of 

development and would benefit greatly from the opportunity to pursue research full time and 

from the chance to engage with Russian scholars from across the disciplines.  The manuscript 

would also be very much strengthened by access to the Slavic collections at the Harvard 

University Libraries.  I will write three core chapters over the course of the year and plan to 

complete the entire manuscript in 2014.  A Davis Center Senior Fellowship would provide me 

with the opportunity to complete this project in a timely fashion.   

 

 

Project Description 

Overview 

In many ways comparable to the phenomenon of the American frontier, with its 

conflicting myths and realities, the Russian frontier played an important, if under-examined, role 

in nineteenth century Russian national consciousness.  While not typically perceived as a frontier 

nation in the way that America has traditionally been understood, Russia in the mid nineteenth 

century did possess a frontier, or space of outward and potentially infinite national expansion – 

to the east.  In the Russian context, perceptions of a frontier and of national, rather than imperial, 

expansion – or what I term a discourse of frontieriority – were complicated by the particularities 

of the Russian situation.  The very notion of a Russian frontier provokes a number of compelling 

questions: How did national expansion differ from imperial growth in Russian consciousness?  

Where, in fact, did the Russian nation, or homeland, end and the frontier begin?  What 

differentiated a Russian frontier from its influential American counterpart of the “Wild West?”  

Could a nation that was defined more or less in terms of ethnicity, traditional culture, and 

territory in part bounded by the Ural Mountains transport or translate itself beyond these bounds 

into new space?  Was Russian settlement of land to the east of the Urals an example of internal 

colonization, to borrow Alexander Etkind‟s term, or did it represent the establishment of a new 

form of Russian civilization, as many writers attempted to describe it at the time?  Unlike 

nineteenth century American culture, to a large degree defined by the very notions of movement, 

expansion, and growth, Russian identity was linked by most thinkers and writers of the time to 

the idea of an ethnically and territorially defined core, even if this identity was itself problematic 

in many ways.  Yet, there was a historical frontier that supported Russian migration and 

settlement and the image of this frontier played a key role in Russian literary imaginings of 

national identity in the nineteenth century.  A sense of frontieriority also plays an important role 

in the Socialist Realist treatment of Soviet space in the early twentieth century, and this book in 

part investigates the historical roots of Soviet frontier discourse in the nineteenth century literary 

tradition.  It also examines the ways in which the discourse of nineteenth century Russian 

frontieriority both drew from and distinguished itself from the contemporary paradigm of 

American expansion. 
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The notion of a Russian frontier co-exists with, and in many cases, coincides with, a 

variety of conceptions of Russian space.  These range from a concern with Russian vastness and 

lack of geographical definition to awareness of Siberia‟s complex role in national consciousness 

as, alternately, a gold mine, a natural paradise, and a prison.  The Russian frontier, in broad 

terms, overlaps with the territory of Siberia, the space bounded by the Ural mountains, the 

Pacific Ocean, and, to the north and south, the Arctic Ocean and the borders with China, 

Mongolia, and Kazakhstan.  This vast space is not undifferentiated, yet, as a whole, it comprised 

a uniquely large and rich frontier territory during the four centuries of Russian exploration and 

conquest of the region.  Tales of discovery and observation throughout this period played an 

important part in establishing Siberia as a frontier in the Russian imagination. 

The image of a frontier brings to mind certain key associations: confrontation between 

civilization and nature, the process of history in the making, the potentially infinite expansion of 

the frontier‟s outer limit (e.g. Russian outposts in California and Alaska), and social and political 

egalitarianism.
1
  An important further element of the aesthetics of frontierority is its uncanniness, 

or the co-existence of the familiar and the unfamiliar, as socio-cultural elements of an “old” 

world are integrated into a “new” physical and social space.  The importation of domestic life 

into the wilderness necessarily changes both, and raises the question as to whether the frontier 

represents the beginning of a new history or the development of an extant national narrative. This 

is a particularly troublesome question in the Russian context, where issues of national identity 

were divisive and unresolved.  Was the frontier an example of Russia‟s ability to recast itself as a 

“young nation” like that of the United States, with potential to invent a new society, as 

Alexander Herzen argues in “America and Siberia” (1858)?  Or was the reality of the frontier 

something quite different, as Ivan Goncharov takes pains to show in Frigate Pallas (1858) when 

he encounters many of Russia‟s long-standing social problems, even as he pays lip service to a 

“titanic” discourse of Russian frontier life?   

Comparisons between Siberia and America were frequent from the late eighteenth 

century on and the image of a Russian frontier – with the corresponding implication of a more or 

less politically free society existing in a state of nature – was a seductive and popular one.  As 

historian Mark Bassin has noted, Russians did conceive of Siberia very much in terms of an 

American-style frontier.
2
  The popular fashioning of Siberia, and ultimately, Russia itself, in 

America's image came to a high point in the latter half of the 1850s, at the time that Goncharov 

was writing his description of an overland journey across Siberia and Sergei Aksakov was 

publishing his memoirs of a settler childhood at the borderlands of the frontier.  Its promise of 

freedom was such that Russian authorities were hesitant to develop the region for fear of revolt 

or secession.  They were even concerned about a possible Siberian union with America.
3
  Yet, as 

scholars such as Vera Tolz have shown, Siberia was frequently cast in idealized terms as part of 

Russia proper.
4
  It was also meant to serve as a wealth-producing extension of Russia itself.      

The absence of serfdom lent particular strength to the idea of Siberia as a frontier, or as a 

new and egalitarian national space.  Regarded positively by most observers, the lack of the 

deeply-ingrained, traditional Russian social practice was frequently noted by travelers to the 

region.  Life in the far eastern stretches of the empire seemed to represent a Russian society in 

                                                      
1
 See Bennington, "Frontier," 224-26.   

2
 See Bassin, "Turner, Solov'ev, and the „Frontier Hypothesis.‟" 

3
 Bassin, "Inventing Siberia," 775.   

4
 Russia, 163-4. 
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which class did not matter to the same degree as it did within Russia‟s conventional boundaries.
5
  

A loosening of class strictures and corresponding increase in socio-economic mobility were 

hallmarks of Siberia‟s status as a Russian frontier.   

In addition to these more general cultural perceptions, images of the Russian frontier and 

the discourse of frontierority (infinite space, social renewal, sociopolitical equality) began to play 

a significant role in canonical nineteenth century Russian literature.  Even alongside accounts of 

exile such as those written by the Decembrists in the 1820s and 30s or Dostoevsky‟s House of 

the Dead (1862), works such as Goncharov‟s Frigate Pallas presented Siberia in a more positive 

light as a frontier rather than as a wilderness or prison.  Other notable works include: Sergei 

Aksakov‟s Family Chronicle (1856) and Childhood Years of Bagrov the Grandson (1856), 

Herzen‟s discussion of the region in My Past and Thoughts and his 1858 essay “America and 

Siberia” (reprinted as “America and Russia” in 1866), Nekrasov‟s poetic idealization of the 

Siberian narod in the 1870s, Chekhov‟s novella “The Steppe” (1888) and short story “From 

Siberia” (1890), and Vladimir Korolenko‟s Siberian stories published between 1880 and 1915.  

Even earlier, Russian writers and men of letters, such as Nikolai Polevoi (a native Russian 

Siberian), made the far Russian east a consuming topic.  Polevoi‟s work in his journal 

Moskovskii telegraf, along with that of the lesser known writers Ivan Kalashnikov and Nikolai 

Shchukin, helped to popularize an image of Siberia as a natural paradise that stood in stark 

contrast to the “oppressive” urban realm of the capital cities.  Their positive view of the region 

offered the Russian public an alternative to the Decembrists‟ Romantic portrayal of Siberia as a 

gloomy and challenging “netherworld”.
6
  Moreover, several popular non-fiction accounts of the 

history of the Russian conquest of the region appeared in the 1830s and 40s.  These accounts, 

along with depictions of the region by contemporary travelers and scholars such as N. S. 

Shukin‟s A Trip to Yakutsk (1830), G. Gegenstrom‟s Sketches of Siberia (1830), and Baron 

Vrangel‟s Journey along the Northern Coastline of Siberia and the Arctic Ocean from 1820-24 

(1842), glorified the expanding Russian presence in Siberia, and, on occasion, even compared it 

to the Spanish exploration of the New World.
7
   

In this book, I will consider the phenomenon of the Russian frontier and its role in 

national consciousness from a number of angles.  I will argue for its broader relevance to a 

Russian literary discourse of space and identity that dates to the early nineteenth century and that 

represents the vastness of Russian territory as problematic in that it failed to provide the kind of 

definition that nations of Western Europe were seen to possess.  Scholars have typically 

considered Russian space in dualistic terms of capital/center versus provinces/periphery, but 

have overlooked the importance of a national frontier to perceptions of Russian identity.  I will 

examine the relevance of theories of frontier and frontieriority to Russia and I will consider how 

notions of Russian space as both an infinite vastness and an enclosed domestic domain 

complicated the understanding of a Russian nation or homeland.  I will address the history of 

Russian settlement and expansion in the region, with special focus on migration to the East in the 

period between the 1850s and the early 1900s, when there was a large influx of Russian settlers 

to the region.  I will also provide a reading of how early nineteenth century accounts of 

exploration in the Russian east construct a sense of a Russian frontier.  The book will address the 

distinctions between Russian imperial expansion, colonization, and the settlement of the frontier.  

Alexander Etkind has argued that Russia experienced “internal colonization” in the nineteenth 

                                                      
5
 Gibson, 87-8 

6
 Overview drawn from Diment, Heaven and Hell, and Murav. 

7
 Bassin, “Inventing Siberia,” 780-2. 
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century, meaning that the educated elite felt tasked with the burden of civilizing their own 

people, the provincial, rural masses.  He asserts that Siberia largely lay beyond the reach of the 

self-colonizing process, a claim that raises provocative questions about the place of Siberia – 

and, indeed, of the frontier itself – in Russian consciousness.  Russians did identify with the role 

of civilizers of Siberia‟s indigenous peoples in conventional colonial terms, yet they also viewed 

the contiguous space of Siberia as part of the Russian homeland.  As Vera Tolz shows, Russian 

space was not clearly delineated in imperial and national terms in the nineteenth century.  Rather, 

the “entire multi-ethnic tsarist empire” was understood to be the Russian nation-state.
8
  The 

perception of the empire as the nation-state writ large necessarily complicated any attempt to 

differentiate the nation or homeland from its frontier in geographical or other, more figurative, 

terms. 

In Bounding the Russian Frontier, I will offer close readings of the key texts that help to 

establish the notion of a Russian frontier, and that create a distinctly Russian discourse of 

frontieriority.  These include Goncharov‟s  travel account Frigate Pallas, Herzen‟s essays on 

Siberia, Aksakov‟s tales of life in the Russian borderlands, Chekhov‟s depiction of Russian 

vastness in “The Steppe” and “From Siberia,” and Korolenko‟s Siberian tales of peripatetic life 

far from the centers of power. I will also address the Soviet idealization of the space of the 

frontier in such classic texts and films as Marietta Shaginian‟s Hydrocentral (1930-1) and Viktor 

Turin‟s “Turksib” (1929).  Where relevant, I will consider first person accounts of life as a 

Russian settler and other works that detail the Russian frontier experience in documentary terms. 

 

 

Scholarly Contribution 

The phenomenon of the frontier, its space and culture, and the discourse of frontieriority, 

has been closely and fruitfully examined in recent years in the American context, but has been 

comparatively less considered in Russian scholarship.  Russian scholars have addressed the issue 

of Siberia in historical terms (Bassin, Gibson, Wood, et.al.) and they have examined Siberia‟s 

role in the Russian imagination as a place of exile, source of untapped resources, and as a 

potential site of renewal for Russian society (Diment and Slezkine, Bassin, et.al.).  Yet the topos 

of the frontier itself has received little attention.  In her work on Lermontov‟s “Taman,” Valeria 

Sobol has introduced the idea of the uncanny nature of borderlands and frontiers, with specific 

reference to the Crimea.  A full esthetics of the Russian literary frontier, however, remains to be 

written.  The omission of the topos of the frontier is puzzling given its place in Russian history 

and its similarities to, and differences from, its American counterpart.  While there are a number 

of important studies of Siberia, this book will be the first to examine the importance of the 

frontier to Russian identity.  By virtue of its interdisciplinary focus and its sustained commitment 

to broader issues of cultural and national identity, Bounding the Russian Frontier will appeal to a 

scholarly audience well beyond Russian literary experts, providing important insights to cultural 

and intellectual historians of Russia and the United States, as well as scholars interested in 

nation-building and in the interrelationship between space and the nation more generally.   

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
8
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